PLANET EXPAT IS HIRING A DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE ASSOCIATE FOR PERMANENT UNDEFINED.

Date : 18/09/2017

Job reference : 170304-21531127

Type of contract : Permanent
Localisation : Madrid -, ES
Contract duration : Undefined
Level of studies : Bachelor's Degree
Years of experience : 1-2 years

Company description :
Planet Expat provides career-boosting paid internships in some of the most innovative and dynamic Start-ups in Latin America, Europe and the USA. We connect students with promising start-ups abroad through a program that allows them to gain valuable professional experience in international environments while being key contributors to innovative projects.

Job description :
Continuously monitor and audit the quality of data
Perform regression, functional, manual, stress, and automated testing
Create test cases and test plans
Automate testing
Not only work to find defects, but also to find the cause of the defect and ideally, find a hint towards the solution
Cooperate and cross collaborate with product management, development team and the founding team

Required profile :
Advanced Excel skills
Outstanding written and oral communications skills in English
1-2 years of previous experience in data analysis is required
Good organization skills
Logical approach to problem solving
Good time management and task prioritization skills
You are very rigorous and love data
Proactive and able to work with a minimum of supervision
Bonus: You can write basic code (JavaScript, Python, VBA, etc) you are familiar with Agile and Scrum environments
Availability to relocate in Madrid as soon as possible

To apply: offre21531127.4939@planet-expat.contactrh.com